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739 Hillcrest
DeKalb IL 60115
Ju.ty 19, 1980

Director, Division of Licensing
U.S. Nuclear Regulatcry Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Licensing Director
-

Please accept my comments on URC's Draft Environmental Statement fer Decon-
tamination of Dresden I Uuclear Power Station. It reads more like a promo-
tional frcm the utility than a dispassionate appraisal by a neutral government
agency. Chere appears throughout enthusiastic, uncritical acceptance of each
of the utility's claims, " tests" and premises.

An outstanding example is the repeated assurances that the waste from the
so-called decontamination process would .be safely buried at Hanford, Washing-ton, er 3eatty, Nevada. Since both states in the recent past have refused to
accept radiasetive wastes frca Ocamenwealth Edison because of its poor safety
record in shipping, how can :EC 'ce so sure they will accept these wastes?
if not, what then? And

On page 2 of Appendix A, a statement is made that no migration of radionuclides
had been observed at either Beatty or Hanferd. Has not migration of plutonium
been reported frem the Hanferd site, causing concern about pollution of the
Cclumbia River?

The details of the extremely hazardcus waste disposal methods which were cer-
mitted at Cak Ridge do not impart a feelag of confidence in the regulati$g
agencies. As a fermer resident of Oak Ridge, I as appalled at what was allowed
to occur in that beauti'ul part of our country by such sloppy disposal ofradioactive materials. Much may be learned afterwards by such disasters about
precautions which should have been taker. It is time we stopped proceeding
to inject this dangerous material into the environment until we have proven
evidence that it can be safely contained over the long periods that it remains
a threat.

Your assumtion on page 4-5 that the additional radiation exposure te werkers
involved in the decontamination process is negligible is based on a 1974 study.
Should you not at least acknowledge several later studies (such as that by
Mancuso) that g additional amount of radiation is harmful to human health?

Highly questionable is the ZIS assumption that closing Dresden I would necessi-
tate a 3300 million expense for purchase of replacement" fuel over a 15-year-
period. Such a conclusion ignores the excess generating capacity of CemEd
which renders replacement of Dresde:. I output unnecessary.

Further attention shou'.a he given to the advisability of shutting down Dresden I.

Sincerely, 0
0
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_ Cecile Meyer
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